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Static analysis is a tried-and-tested approach to eliminate
vulnerabilities in software. However, despite decades of successful use by
experts, mainstream programmers often deem static analysis too costly
to use. Mainstream programmers do routinely use linters, which are static
analysis tools geared towards identifying simple bugs and stylistic issues
in software. Can linters serve as a medium for delivering vulnerability
detection to mainstream programmers?
We investigate the extent of which linters can be leveraged to help
programmers write secure software. We present new rules for ESLint
that detectand automatically xcertain classes of cross-site scripting, SQL injection, and misconguration vulnerabilities in JavaScript.
Evaluating our experience, we nd that there is enormous potential in
using linters to eliminate vulnerabilities in software, due to the relative
ease with which linter rules can be implemented and shared to the community. We identify several open challenges, including third-party library
dependencies and linter conguration, and propose ways to address them.
Abstract.
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Introduction

Motivation. JavaScript is the most commonly used programming language today [36]. Popularized by the Web, JavaScript is now ubiquitous, used for implementing all kinds of software, including Web apps and services, desktop apps,
mobile apps, and even embedded software. Its appeal is that it is dynamically and
weakly typed, and that it is, at its core, quite simple. However, this is a doubleedged sword; the type system and full semantics of JavaScript are infamous for
their quirks [18] that frequently befuddle programmers, even experienced ones.
As a result, bugs routinely make their way to deployed JavaScript code. These
can lead to vulnerabilities that get exploited in privacy attacks, such as injection
attacks, serialization attacks, and cross-site scripting attacks [30].
Static analysis is a tried-and-tested approach to eliminate bugs prior to deployment [13]. It involves reasoning about the behavior of a program without executing it, to see if it possesses an undesired property, e.g. has certain bugs. Since
a static analysis tool cannot be both free of false-positives and false-negatives
(unless the property is trivial [32]), correctness proofs for tools typically focus
on no-false-negatives, so e.g. code deemed bug-free really is bug-free. Static
analysis is successfully used by specialists at large companies, in situations where
bugs are deemed too costly, e.g. SLAM at Microsoft [7], Infer at Facebook [10],
Spark Ada at Boeing [15], and PolySpace at NASA [9]. Tools for enforcing security policies in JavaScript code, e.g. access control [28], information-ow [17], and

others [16], have long existed. However, despite the use of such tools being long
advocated [11], mainstream programmers seem reluctant to use static analysis
tools in general [22], due to the poor manner in which they present issues, and
the overwhelming number of false positives they generate [8,43,33].
Enter linters. A linter is a static analysis tool that scans (i.e. lints) code for a
wide range of issues, including bugs, programming errors, suspicious constructs,
stylistic errors, and code smells [40]. Linters have been used extensively since
the 70s for all major programming languages, famous examples being Lint [24],
FindBugs [6] and ESLint [46] for C, Java, and JavaScript respectively. Strikingly,
mainstream linters have no correctness proofs. Rather, the focus of linters is on
providing usable improvement suggestions and on reducing false positives [6,40].
This is indeed their appeal; for JavaScript, an overwhelming majority of developers use linters, and they do so to catch errors and produce maintainable code
by reducing complexity and enforcing style [40]. Linters are even used together
with unit tests as a second line of defense against bugs [40]. Finally, modern linters are fully congurable; linter rules can be toggled for dierent parts of the
code base, and new linter rules can be developed in-house or downloaded from
a community-maintained repository [46]. As new bugs, guidelines, and libraries
arise, linters can immediately be congured to adapt.
With the lack of mainstream success of advanced static analysis tools for
security, and with the popularity of linters, perhaps the most impactful way to
deliver vulnerability checking to programmers is through a linter.

Contribution. We investigate the extent of which linters can be leveraged to
help programmers write secure code. We focus on ESLint, as it is the most
commonly used linter for the most commonly used programming language.
First, we present new rules for ESLint for eliminating vulnerabilities. These
rules detectand automatically

x certain classes of cross-site scripting, SQL

injection, and misconguration vulnerabilities, all of which are on the OWASP
Top Ten list of Web application security risks [30]. Some of these rules are librarydependent, checking for vulnerabilities in the use of React [21] and Express [37],
the two JavaScript frameworks that make up the popular MERN stack [26]. We
demonstrate the practicality of these rules, notably that they have few falsepositives, with examples and unit tests.
Next, supported by our experience, we critically evaluate the state-of-the-art
in the use of linters to eliminate vulnerabilities. We evaluate the strengths and
limitations of ESLint for eliminating vulnerabilities and nd that, while ESLint
provides useful facilities for analyzing code, there are shortcomings, notably that
it only scans one le at a time. This has consequences when considering library
dependencies. We survey existing ESLint plugins, and nd only a few rules that
check for vulnerabilities. The handful of those that see notable use identify only
a few vulnerabilities, and focus on reducing false

negatives, to the point that (we

argue) the rule becomes too much of a hassle to use, and thus gets disabled by
programmers. We analyze the ESLint guidelines for creating new rules [39], and
nd that most of the guidelines run counter to the needs of a rule that eliminates
vulnerabilities. We also nd that conguring ESLint is nontrivial, which is a

well-known barrier to using linters eectively [40], and propose outsourcing the
maintenance of linter conguration to community experts.
Finally, we make observations as well as recommendations with regards to
using linters to eliminate vulnerabilities. We nd that there is a great, and unexplored, potential in using linters to eliminate vulnerabilities. This is based on
the popularity of ESLint, the rich features that ESLint provides for analyzing
code, the scarcity and inadequacy of existing rules for security, and the relative
ease with which we successfully implemented rules that are more practical. We
nd it crucial that linters are fully congurable. Community-maintained linter
rules made ESLint successful, and are a necessary feature if programmers are to
keep up with the rapidly-evolving security landscape. For the same reason, it is
important that linter conguration can be outsourced to experts. For rules to
be useful, we nd it important that it be clear what kind of vulnerabilities the
rule intends to detect. The rule should also detect vulnerabilities as precisely
as possible, i.e. few false alarms. Together, this saves time, instills condence,
and reduces frustration, in the programmer. Finally, linters must provide more
comprehensive means of scanning source code. Crucially, linters must analyze
dependencies on third-party libraries. This is because 93% of the code of a modern Web application is open-source library code [42], 70.5% of Web apps have
vulnerabilities from a library, and the vast majority of those vulnerabilities are
known or have been patched [41]. A linter could detect these vulnerabilities.

Outline. We describe what we advocate in Section 2. We summarize ESLint in
Section 3. We present our linter rules that nd and eliminate vulnerabilities in
Section 4. We evaluate the state-of-the-art against our experience in Section 5,
and provide our recommendations in Section 6. Finally, we contrast our ndings
with related work in Section 7, and conclude in Section 8.
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In A Nutshell

Mainstream programmers routinely use linters to eliminate bugs and improve
the quality of their code. This is illustrated in Figure 1. This JavaScript code
sends a request to

myapi.com and assigns the data in the response to the href on

the page. The programmer has integrated ESLint, a linter for JavaScript, into
her integrated development environment (IDE). ESLint reports, in Figure 1a,
that this code may be vulnerable to a cross-site scripting attack, since the data
received from

myapi.com, and thus the URL in the href, could be controlled by

an attacker (e.g. if the API reads from a database that the attacker can inject
code into). This way, the attacker injects JavaScript into the response, which
would get executed on the client upon pressing the URL. More importantly,
ESLint also presents the option to

automatically x

the vulnerability. Picking

this option yields the code in Figure 1b, which xes the vulnerability by sanitizing
the response from
This is

myapi.com.

no-href-and-src-inline-xss, one of the ESLint rules that we pro-

pose in this paper, at work. It is this kind of automatic nding and xing of
vulnerabilities that we desire and advocate. Automatic xing of vulnerabilities

(a) nding a vulnerability

(b) xing a vulnerability
Fig. 1: Using a linter in an IDE to nd & x a vulnerability.

is incredibly valuable to mainstream programmers, as some vulnerabilities are
notoriously dicult to debug, requiring expertise and deep knowledge about the
whole code base. Our goal in this paper is to investigate the extent of which
linters can deliver on this. We do this in the context of JavaScript, and its most
popular linter, ESLint.

3

ESLint

ESLint [46] is a linter for JavaScript. Initially released in 2013, ESLint has since
become a

de facto

standard tool for JavaScript development, used by the vast

majority of JavaScript developers [40]. ESLint is actively developed, supporting
both current and upcoming standards of ECMAScript.
A description of how ESLint and its rules work can be found in the appendix.
We now briey list the dening features of ESLint.

3.1 Features
ESLint has several features that distinguish it from other linters.

Automatic.

ESLint can x problems automatically, thus freeing the developer

from coming up with a x.

Customization.

ESLint rules can be turned on and o, new rules can be added

by downloading plugins from a community-maintained repository, and developers can maintain their own custom rules in-house.

Integration.

ESLint builds into mainstream text editors and IDEs and can be

run as part of a continuous integration and deployment (CI/CD) pipeline.
ESLint is a community-eort; it is open-source (thus freely available), and actively scrutinized by its community. The ESLint developers emphasize the importance of clear documentation and communication; rules should be well documented, provide useful improvement suggestions, and have few false-positives.

4

ESLint Rules for Fixing Vulnerabilities

We implement four new ESLint rules for nding and xing vulnerabilities. Our
rules target well-dened instances of today's most critical Web security risks
from the OWASP Top Ten [30]: cross-site scripting, server misconguration, and
SQL injection. Three of our rules not only detect, but

automatically x,

the

vulnerabilities. We demonstrate that the rules have few false positives with unit
tests. Together, this shows that linters can help programmers write secure code.
For each rule, we describe the vulnerability it targets, how existing ESLint
rules fall short, our rule implementation, and automatic code xing.

Testing.

Our rules sections have multiple unit test les corresponding to the

dierent use cases described for each rule. The tests utilize the built-in ESLint
rule tester to validate code cases for the absence of false alarms, as well as for
validating the automatic xer functionality when applicable.

4.1 Cross-Site Scripting

Vulnerability. Cross-site scripting (XSS) is a code injection vulnerability where
a victim, while navigating a benign (yet vulnerable) Web page, unwittingly executes attacker-controlled data in the browser. This lets an attacker obtain private
information (e.g. access cookies and session tokens) from the victim's browser,
redirect the victim to a malicious website, and more, all while the victims believe
they are interacting with the original benign Web page. Our rule targets specic
kinds of DOM XSS vulnerabilities, i.e. where a page calls a JavaScript API and
uses the response to modify a DOM element in the victim's browser; an attacker
can exploit a vulnerable API to ship code to the victim's browser. Concretely,
we focus on modications of

src attributes, and of the href attribute of anchor

tags. An example of such a vulnerability is the following.

1 fetch("myapi.com").then(res => a.href = res.data);
This is the scenario presented in Section 2. The result of the API call may contain
unsanitized attacker-controlled data. Such data might contain a malicious script
that will be executed in the victim's browser upon link activation.

Existing Rules.
XSS is

The most notable plugin which includes rules for detecting

eslint-plugin-no-unsanitized. It includes rules that detect unsanitized

data used for manipulating the HTML content of DOM elements. However, the
plugin considers only the HTML content of elements, and is not capable of
detecting vulnerabilities that occur when manipulating

href and src attributes.

Furthermore, the rules result in a lot of false positives; as existing user studies
have pointed out [8,43,33], this would discourage programmers from activating
the rule. Upon investigation, we found that the main issue is that the rule only
considers explicit strings in the DOM assignments as safe, and raises a ag in
any other case. We observe that there are, in fact, many valid and safe cases
of DOM assignments, which could be ruled out as a possible vulnerability. One
example of this would be the use of a variable holding an explicit string in the

assignment. Additionally, the rules do not support web development frameworks
that render HTML content dynamically, such as the popular framework React.

Our Approach.

Our approach targets XSS attacks through modication of

href and src attributes. This has not been addressed by ESLint plugins to date.
To achieve this, we maintain a set of variable identiers that are in a safe
state at any point while traversing the AST. We determine whether a variable is
in a safe state by tracking and evaluating the values of all variable initializations
and assignments in the code. We consider explicit strings as well as constructs
that implicitly form string expressions from other explicit strings safe. This reduces false positives without aecting correctness. The benet of this is clear
when using template strings and string concatenations that involve variables
that contain e.g. explicit strings.
When our

no-href-and-src-inline-xss rule is run on the example above, it

outputs the message
lights the

"href property value might be XSS vulnerable",

and high-

".href =" part of the code. Our rule documentation, accessible within

ESLint, provides further information about the vulnerability to the programmer.
This approach generalizes to the use of libraries and frameworks. Our rule

no-href-and-src-inline-xss-react shows this; it detects the same vulnerability

in the use of Facebook's React [21] framework. Here, in addition to tracking
the safety of variables, we need to track the safety of values held in special
React states. React uses JSX (see React documentation) to dynamically render
content and automatically modify the DOM in the user's browser. This syntax

src and href attributes, and the rule therefore considers this
"recommended" rule set
of the plugin, this rule is part of the "react" rule set. The two rules are specically
also applies to the

feature specically. While the previous rule is part of the

implemented in such a way that they do not conict or overlap. The rule set of an
ESLint conguration is normally extended rst by recommended rules, and then
by any additional rules, such as React-specic rules for full framework support.

Automatic x. We take advantage of the xer functionality of the ESLint interface to enable the programmers to

automatically x

the vulnerability identied

by these rules. When selected by the programmer, the rule applies our suggested
code change to the le directly.
When a value might contain malicious code, it is recommended to sanitize the
value before using it. Unfortunately, while some libraries, such as Angular and
React, sanitize some strings behind-the-scenes, their sanitization is not complete,
and only focuses on

<script> tags. Furthermore, SQL libraries have sanitization

functions to protect against SQL injection attacks, which do not trivially port to
our scenario. We propose a novel way of escaping executable code, using built-in
Javascript string functions to sanitize the

javascript: prex.

1 val.toLowerCase().replace('javascript:','/javascript/:/'))
Applying the automatic xer to the above example results in a replacement of
the right-hand side of the assignment of the

1 fetch("myapi.com").then( res => a.href =

href attribute with escaping applied.

(res.data).toLowerCase().replace('javascript:','/javascript/:/'));

Limitations.

Our rules do have some false positives. Our rules ags any as-

signment of any function application regardless of its safety, due to the concern
that the function calls an API which retrieves attacker-controlled data. For example,

"my".concat("string"); is safe, yet is agged as unsafe. Furthermore, we

have not tested the sanitization function in our xer; it could potentially be circumvented through the use of lter evasion. There may also be tried-and-tested
sanitizers that we can, and should use, such as the

xss-filters package in

npm.

4.2 Security Misconguration

Vulnerability. Security Misconguration is a broad security problem with equally
broad ramications. These can arise e.g. from default congurations, default
credentials, unnecessary features being enabled (e.g. ports) or installed, and unpatched aws in the server software/hardware stack. Our rule targets misconguration of HTTP response headers in Node.js backend applications, specically
ones built on the Express [37] Web application framework. The aim of the rule
is to eliminate certain clickjacking, MIME-sning, and XSS attacks, by recommending the use of the Helmet [19] library for Express, which automatically
congures some important HTTP headers in a safe manner. An example is

1 const myApp = require('express');
2 myApp.listen(8080);

This minimal Express application launches a Web server that accepts network
trac on port 8080. However, HTTP response headers have not been congured.

Existing Rules.

The eslint-plugin-security-node plugin has a rule called
detect-helmet-without-nocache. The rule ags code that uses Helmet for conguring HTTP response headers without the

noCache setting enabled. However,

we observe that there are much more impactful security settings available in
Helmet; Helmet provides a set of default congurations for security [19] which
can be enabled by invoking the Helmet object. No available ESLint rule encourages the use of these defaults. Furthermore, the existing rule encouraging the
use of

noCache is very limited in the cases that it covers. For example, it only

considers programs where the variable holding the Express object is named

app;

if any other name is used, the rule would ag the concerned code, regardless
of whether the code is vulnerable or not. Finally,

noCache is deprecated. To the

best of our knowledge, there are no other ESLint plugins that detect HTTPS
response header vulnerabilities.

Our Approach. Our approach targets the use of Express without Helmet. It
keeps track of the correct usage of Helmet with the recommended defaults and,
if the recommended defaults are not correctly enabled, ags the line of code that
launches the application.
To achieve this, we track whether Express and Helmet are enabled, and track
identier names holding the corresponding object instances. If the application
uses Express but does not import Helmet at all, we ag the code as unsafe. If
Helmet is imported, but the recommended defaults are not invoked, we also ag

the code as unsafe. Since we cover all cases, our rule has few false alarms. Our
rule is more general than the previous ones since it considers all uses of Express,

app, without noCache.
detect-missing-helmet rule is run on the example above, it outputs

and not just uses of Express, in an object named
When our

"Use the Helmet.js module for enhanced security on HTTP response
headers in your Express application." with a link to the setup documentation.
the message

Our rule also suggests the use of the

expectCT Helmet setting for information

purposes (without enforcing it), which can help prevent certicate abuse.

Automatic x. Again, we empower the programmer to x this vulnerability,
by implementing an ESLint xer.
We utilize the stored identier names to provide correct adaptations of the
vulnerable code, which involves simply inserting lines that import Helmet and
invoke it with its defaults. Applying our xer on the above example thus yields
the following modied code.

1 const myApp = require('express');
2 const helmet = require('helmet');
3 myApp.use(helmet());
4 myApp.listen(8080);

4.3 SQL Injection

Vulnerability. SQL Injection is a code injection vulnerability where an attacker
can, by carefully crafting input data to the Web application frontend, inject his
own SQL queries into the database in the backend. This can enable the attacker
to bypass login authentication checks, read or modify database records, execute
administrative operations on the database, and, in some cases, even issue commands to the underlying operating system. Our rule targets the occurrence of
variables in the construction of SQL query strings in Node.js backend applications. An example of this follows.

1 let phone = readline.question("Your phone number?\n");

2 const sql = 'SELECT * FROM users WHERE tlf = ' + phone;

3 dbConnection.query(sql, (err, result) => console.log(result));

This minimal command-line Node.js application queries a database of users for
a record matching a phone number. However, the phone number is supplied as a
variable; an attacker can obtain the whole table by providing the phone number

"' OR 1=1" as input, or delete the users table by providing the phone number
"'; DROP TABLE users".

Existing Rules.

The previously mentioned plugin

eslint-plugin-security-

node has a rule for detecting SQL injection vulnerabilities: detect-sql-injection.
This rule ags all queries that provide anything other than an explicit string as
its rst parameter. This leads to an explosion in the number of false positives.
For example, the rule ags as vulnerable when an explicit string is stored in a
variable, or when two explicit strings are concatenated into the parameter. Furthermore, the most common SQL queries for Web application depend in some

way on user input, such as queries for login credentials. Alarmingly, the rule only
considers cases where the database connection is stored in a variable named either

connection, connect, or conn. Using a dierent name causes the rule to

disregard the SQL queries, leading to potential false negatives. This limitation
is not present in the plugin documentation.
Another plugin is

eslint-plugin-sql-injection, which just includes a single

rule for detecting SQL injections. The approach here is to check if a query call
is using string concatenations where at least one value, in the concatenation, is
not an explicit string. While this does reduce false positives (compared to the
previous rule), it does dramatically increase false negatives. For instance, this
rule does not ag a variable if it is not used in a concatenation or a template
string. The rule also requires the programmer to manually specify the name of the
function which queries the database in the ESLint conguration le. If the user
does not provide such a conguration, the rule does not ag any vulnerabilities,
leading to false negatives.

Our Approach.

Our approach targets the occurrence of variables in queries,

requiring instead the use of a prepared statement. A prepared statement xes the
structure of the query before values are inserted into the query, thus preventing
such values from modifying the structure of the query.
To achieve this, we follow a similar approach as in our rules for XSS vulnerabilities. We maintain a set of safe variables throughout the analysis process.
We ag only code that uses unsafe variables or unsafe values in the SQL query
execution. This reduces false positives, as we do not impose restrictions on variable names. Furthermore, our approach considers any function call named

query

which takes parameters. As a result, our approach is not tailored to any specic
database driver, which means that it can detect vulnerabilities in queries for e.g.

query.
detect-sql-injection rule is run on the example above, it out-

MySQL, PostgreSQL, etc., since they all export a function named
When our

"Parameterize the input for the query, to avoid SQL Injection
vulnerabilities. See more at: https://www.npmjs.com/package/mysql#escapingquery-values". The warning highlights the query call for visual guidance in IDEs.
puts the message

Fix. To x the vulnerability, the programmer can, by looking at the information

presented to him by the rule, turn the query into a prepared statement. For our
example, the following xed version is accepted by our rule.

1 let phone = readline.question("Your phone number?\n");
2 const sql = 'SELECT * FROM users WHERE tlf = ?';

3 dbConnection.query(sql, [phone], (err, result) => console.log(result));
Neither of the existing rules would ag neither the original nor xed version of
this example, thus implying false negatives. However, if

dbConnection is renamed

to a name that the rules recognize, then both rules would reject both examples,
thus implying false positives.
For this rule, we do not include the automatic code xing implementation
as in the previously proposed rules. This is a highly desirable feature; we will
experiment with this in the future (hopefully by the camera-ready deadline).
Implementing this is challenging because this requires changing the code on a

previous line (const

sql) while analyzing the node corresponding to the later

line that performs the actual query. This also requires manipulating query strings
and constructing arrays of parameters in a way which supports all possible ways
of constructing such a string.

Limitations. Our rule does have some false positives, notably since it ags calls
of functions named

query. While this catches queries for all common SQL APIs,

it at the same time catches same-named functions on any object.

5

Analysis

Supported by our experience with creating linter rules, we critically evaluate
the state-of-the-art in the use of linters to eliminate vulnerabilities in software.
We analyze ESLint as a tool, existing plugins for ESLint, existing guidelines for
writing rules, and the challenge of maintaining a linter conguration. We make
four important observations on the prospect of using linter rules for security.

5.1 ESLint Strengths and Limitations
Based on our experience, we evaluate the strengths and limitations of using
ESLint to nd and x vulnerabilities.

Strengths. ESLint has several strengths which make it well-suited for helping
programmers nd and x vulnerabilities.
First, and most important, is its

rules customization. ESLint comes shipped

with a host of rules, which can be turned on and o for dierent parts of the
code base. More importantly, programmers can create their own custom rules
in-house. ESLint provides a rich API for this; rules can maintain their own state,
traverse the AST freely when invoked, and precisely assign blame to sections of
the code that are at fault. Crucially, ESLint provides an API for automatically
xing a vulnerability. This is immensely benecial to programmers, as debugging
a vulnerability can be a complex, arduous, and time-consuming task. New rules
can be shared with the community on

npm,

which already contains at least

tens of thousands of linting rules. As soon as a new vulnerability and x are
discovered, they can be shared with everyone.
Second, ESLint provides advanced

linter customization

options. ESLint en-

ables a programmer to use, or write, a custom parser, to provide additional
capabilities to linter rules. This would prove useful for writing more advanced
linter rules or for linting syntactic extensions to ESLint. In fact, this is done to
enable linting of TypeScript [20]. Furthermore, a programmer can use, or write,
a custom processor, which pre-processes a non-JavaScript le before parsing
it. This is done to enable linting of non-JavaScript les that contain JavaScript,
e.g. HTML source les. In addition, a programmer can use, or write, a custom
formatter, to change how ESLint displays linter results.
Third, and last, is

integration.

ESLint builds into mainstream text editors

and IDEs, as we have seen in Section 2, making it easy to adopt by mainstream
developers. Furthermore, as is clear from its customization options and since

it can be run from the command-line, ESLint can be run as part of a CD/CI
pipeline, as part of the building, testing, or deployment process.

Limitations. ESLint is not without its limitations, however.
First, like most linters, ESLint has

no correctness proof.

Not only need the

programmer trust the claim of the maintainers of ESLint that ESLint does what
it claims to do; the programmer also needs to trust the rule creators that their
rules do what they specify. This is mitigated somewhat by the fact that ESLint,
and the rules published on

npm are publicly available, meaning that anyone

can scrutinize them for correctness. However, the reason we have correctness
proofs is that no amount of testing can guarantee the absence of bugs, and some
bugs in open-source software are so subtle that they pass human scrutiny for
decades [23]. Until we have formally-veried linters, this is the best we have got.
Second, and last, ESLint only scans

one le at a time. This poses two prob-

lems for using ESLint for security. One is that ESLint will not scan dependencies.
This is an issue since 93% of the code of modern Web apps is open-source library
code [42], and 70.5% of Web apps have vulnerabilities from a library. This can
be mitigated by making overapproximations on calls to libraries, although this
would produce false positives. The other, more serious, problem is compositional
reasoning. Even if all modules that make a modern Web app are scanned separately and found to be free of vulnerabilities, the way in which these modules interact may introduce vulnerabilities [29,45]. This can be mitigated by producing,
from all JavaScript les that constitute a given Web app, one large JavaScript
le, and then running ESLint on it. However, if ESLint nds a vulnerability in
that composite le, assigning blame to the original source les would be dicult.

Evaluation. As demonstrated in Section 4, despite these limitations, we were
quite successful in implementing practical rules that help programmers detect
and eliminate vulnerabilities in software. Given how easy it is to share rules with
the community, the potential impact of doing this is high. In fact, after being
on

npm for 1 week, our plugin has over 1.000 weekly downloads. This is without

any promotion of the plugin. As awareness of this plugin increases, we imagine
that its popularity will increase.

Observation 1 Linters can (and should) be used to detect and eliminate vulnerabilities in software.
Observation 2 The potential impact of creating and sharing linter rules for
security is high.
5.2 ESLint Security Plugins
Given the above observations, the popularity of linters, our success with creating rules for vulnerabilities, and the prevalence of vulnerabilities in software, it
stands to reason that ESLint would have rules for nding and xing vulnerabilities in quantity and quality. Surprisingly, we nd that this is not the case.
We surveyed the security relevance of more than 250 ESLint plugins in

npm,

in descending order of popularity, by briey looking at their descriptions and

then investigating the implementations of those that contain security-related
rules. We also specically investigated a handful of less popular security-specic
plugins. We summarize our ndings for the most relevant plugins in the following.

eslint-plugin-security. (135.000 weekly downloads). This plugin informs pro-

grammers of a wide range of vulnerabilities in Node.js applications. It is the most
popular ESLint security plugin. The popularity of the plugin is consistent over
time. However, the maintenance of the code is not, with more than three years
since the last update. Furthermore, as stated on the

npm page of the plugin,

the rules have a lot of false positives. Finally, the rules target narrow situations,
none of which fall under the vulnerabilities that we target with our rules.

eslint-plugin-security-node.

(900 weekly downloads). This plugin also cov-

ers a wide range of vulnerabilities for Node.js applications. It has considerable
overlap with the previous ones but does attempt to cover some dierent vulnerabilities. No documentation exists for many of the rules, and the quality of the rule
implementations is very low. Some of the rules have considerable false
This is illustrated in rules

negatives.

detect-sql-injection and detect-helmet-without-

nocache, which we discussed in Sections 4.2 and 4.3; if variables do not have the
names that the rules expect, the rules completely disregard the code, thus possibly accepting vulnerable code. Despite the plugin being last updated 4 months
ago, one of the rules throws an exception if the plugin is installed in projects
using Node.js version 14 or above.

eslint-plugin-no-unsanitized.

(25.000 weekly downloads). This plugin dis-

courages developers from using unsafe manipulation of the DOM with methods
such as

document.write and .innerHTML. The goal is to prevent XSS attacks. The

plugin is consistently maintained by Mozilla. However, the rules have several
shortcomings, discussed in detail in Section 4.1: The rules in the plugin generate
many false positives; they only allow explicit strings in DOM assignments. Furthermore, the rules do not consider the manipulation of

href and src. Finally,

the rules do not support Web frameworks that render HTML dynamically, such
as the popular React.

eslint-plugin-no-unsafe-innerhtml. (12.000 downloads per week). This plugin is the same as the previous one, except with a smaller scope of considering

.innerHTML assignment. It was last updated 3 years ago.

eslint-plugin-no-secrets. (5.000 weekly downloads). This plugin discourages
programmers from having dierent kinds of secrets in the source code. The rule
uses regex to nd patterns of potentially secret values in the code. However, the
rule has false negatives, in the form of secrets that do not match any of the given
patterns. The rule does include, as an option, to ignore specic secret identiers,
which can help decrease the number of false positives that the rule generates.
The plugin was updated within the last 3 months.

eslint-plugin-sql-injection.

(2 weekly downloads). This plugin discourages

programmers from using string concatenation in SQL query execution. As discussed in detail in Section 4.3, this rule has a lot of false negatives, since it
ignores all variables that are not specied in the rule conguration, and even
then, does not consider e.g. template strings. It has not been updated in 2 years.

Evaluation. There are surprisingly few plugins that target vulnerabilities. The
handful of security rules that see notable use identify only a few vulnerabilities in
total. Alarmingly, they focus overwhelmingly on reducing false

negatives, while

still having considerably many false positives, to the point that the rules might be
too inconvenient use, and thus gets disabled by programmers. Finally, the checks
that the rules are making are rather simple. As demonstrated in Section 4, we
were able to implement security rules as a proof-of-concept with relative ease.

Observation 3 The eort needed to create & share linter rules for security is low.
Observation 4 Linting for vulnerabilities is underexplored.
5.3 ESLint Rule Guidelines
Pondering the reason for the state of ESLint plugins for security, we analyze the
ESLint guidelines for creating new core rules [39], to assess whether the guidelines
are a good t for writing rules for security. We nd that most of the guidelines
run counter to the needs of a rule for security. The following is a summary of
the guidelines:

Widely applicable.

The rule should be of importance to a large number of

developers; no individual preferences.

Generic.

The rule must not be so specic that it is hard to know when to use

it; at most two ands.

Atomic.
Unique.

The rule must work on its own, and be oblivious to other rules.
The rule must not produce same warnings as existing rules (no overlap)

as that confuses the programmer.

Library-agnostic.

The rule must not be based on specic libraries or frame-

works (except Node.js).

No conicts.

The rule must not conict with other rules.

For a rule to be incorporated into the core rules set, the rule

had 1

to follow

these guidelines. However, widely applicable and generic runs counter to the
fact that vulnerabilities arise under highly specic circumstances, and libraryagnostic runs counter to the fact that most vulnerabilities arise from libraries
and their use, as explained under limitations in Section 5.1. While a rule author
does not

have to follow these guidelines, she might want to, in the hope that the

rule makes its way to core, and thus has more impact. Finally, these are the only
guidelines for writing rules; there are no guidelines for writing rules for security.

5.4 ESLint Conguration
Conguring ESLint is a nontrivial task, which is a well-known barrier to using
linters eectively. A study conducted by Delft University of Technology in 2019,
shows that 38,3% of the study participants (all JavaScript developers) agreed

"creating or maintaining congurations was a challenging part of using a
linter." [40] This validates our perception that the domain of linters contains
that

problem areas and diculties worth exploring and improving.

1

ESLint no longer accepts new rules into the core rule set, as of 2020.
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Recommendations

We formulate four recommendations on the use of linters for security.

Recommendation 1 Linters should be congurable
We nd that there is no linter that comes with a set of xed rules that addresses
all critical security vulnerabilities. This observation is corroborated by our new
rules on cross-site scripting, which demonstrate that the one-rule-x-all approach
is insucient to tackle all facets of cross-site scripting attacks. Hence, linters
should be congurable and pluggable so that users can extend them with either
in-house rules or with community rules, which the users can enable as needed.

Recommendation 2 Linters should scan code dierently to enable the nding
of more security vulnerabilities
We have found that linters are precluded from nding some vulnerabilities because les are evaluated individually and in an arbitrary order. However, les
often depend from other les, and vulnerabilities may arise by looking on how
such les depend on each other (e.g. library dependencies). We observe that this
can be potentially xed by scanning multiple les, with the evaluation order provided by the user or automatically suggested. A linter could even report issues
in libraries to the library authors, along with instructions on how to patch the
vulnerability. With more general ways of scanning code in place, a linter can be
viewed as a

framework

for implementing static analysis tools.

Recommendation 3 Linter security rules should have proper descriptions
We have found that existing rules do not precisely describe what kind of
vulnerabilities they intend to detect. Rules should instead provide the user with
a precise explanation of the potential issue agged in a piece of code. Failing in
doing so may aect the user understanding of the possible issues with their code
and, even worse, may lead the user to ignore the output of the rule. We believe
that providing proper descriptions is a key enabler to retain linter popularity
also for nding security vulnerabilities.

Recommendation 4 Linter security rules should maximize case coverage and
reduce false positives
A rule should detect as many instances of a vulnerability as possible, and it
should do so as precisely as possible. The value that a rule provides to the programmer scales with its ability to correctly ag as many possible vulnerable
code cases as possible. However, a rule should strive to eliminate false positives
as these are a signicant challenge when using linters [40]. Intuitively, maximizing case coverage and reducing false positive might be seen as two contrasting
requirements: attempts at maximizing case coverage may introduce new false
positives. Moreover, from a security perspective, much focus is put on avoiding

missing vulnerabilities hence avoiding false negatives. However, we observe that
the number of false positives aect considerably the development ow of the
user, who has to investigate each agged case to determine whether it is a false
negative or not, which can lead the user to decide to disable the rule.
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Related Work

A comprehensive list of open source and commercial static analysis tools is available in [31]. Here, we focus on prior works on linters and linter-like tools for
JavaScript and other programming languages, putting emphasis on how they
address security vulnerabilities.
JSLint [12] and JSHint [27] are two popular linters for JavaScript. The former
being more dogmatic in linting, the latter being more exible. None of them focuses on linting for security vulnerabilities nor allows for user-developed plugins.
Sonarlint [35] is a linter that supports several programming languages, including
JavaScript. It notably categorizes security-related rules in vulnerabilities and
security hotspots. A vulnerability has a higher security impact than a security
hotspot. For example, the use of a Web SQL database is considered a vulnerability, while hardcoding credentials is considered a security hotspot. Sonarlint
cannot be extended via plugins and, at the time of writing this paper, it counts 3
non-deprecated vulnerability rules and 15 security hotspot rules for JavaScript.
Similarly to our detect-sql-injection rule, Sonarlint has a rule that ags the
execution of SQL queries that are built using formatting of strings. However,
dierently from our approach, Sonarlint has limited coverage on Node.js APIs
and does not cover cross-site scripting attacks.
Several linters for other programming languages than JavaScript have considered vulnerability rules. Splint [14] is probably the rst extensible linter for
security vulnerabilities. It parses C code to nd potential buer overows and
provides a general language that enables users to dene their own rules. However, to the best of our knowledge, there are no community-driven rules available
today, hence, making a proper comparison against our proposed rules is impossible. Flawnder [44] is a simpler tool that instead does a lexical analysis of
C/C++ code in order to nd security weaknesses. It has been recently found
that Flawnder detects more types of vulnerabilities than its competitors [25].
Cpplint[1] is an automated checker to make sure that a C++ program follows
Google's style guide, which includes very few security tests. Neither Flawnder
nor Cpplint supports plugins.
Bandit [4] is a linter for nding security issues in Python code. Similarly
to ESLint, Bandit allows one to write a plugin that can extend the tool with
additional security tests. To the best of our knowledge, Bandit has not been
as successful as ESLint in attracting new plugins. Dierently from the rules
proposed in our work, most of the preinstalled tests in Bandit concern hardcoded
strings such as passwords, and command injections vulnerabilities such as attacks
due to invoking external executables.

FindBugs [6] is a popular linter for Java with over 30 rules for security. It
is not extensible. SpotBugs [2] is deemed as the successor or FindBugs and is
extensible; Find Security Bugs [5] is the SpotBugs plugin for security vulnerabilities. However, SpotBugs does not provide a repository of plugins. Neither
FindBugs nor SpotBugs facilitate automatic bug xing.
GoCritic, Revive, and Ruleguard are linters for Go that allow external rules.
A comparison of the tools is provided in [34]. Gosec [3] is a security linter for Go.
It has a limited and not user-extensible number of available rules. It includes
rules that raise issues in case of SQL query constructions using format string or
string concatenation. However, it does not cover cross-site scripting attacks.
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Conclusion

Linters are static analysis tools that have great potential to automatically detect
and eliminate vulnerabilities in software. This topic is relatively unexplored, and
in this work, we have investigated to which extent linters can help mainstream
programmers to deliver vulnerability detection, with a specic focus on how a
pluggable linter can help JavaScript programmers to write secure code.
We have found that the eort required to create ESLint rules for security
vulnerabilities is rather low, while the impact of creating such rules is potentially high. This requires, however, the rules being well documented and being
engineered to minimize false positives.
We also observe that linters should be easily congurable to adapt to the
new security vulnerabilities facets that may arise in libraries, fostering the rapid
development of rules that address such vulnerabilities. Similarly, linters should
facilitate the scanning of dependencies since vulnerabilities are likely to come
from invoked libraries [42].
We have demonstrated that automatic vulnerability xing is eective, and
believe that linters have the potential to enable detection and correction of vulnerabilities in libraries even before the library developers produce a patch for the
vulnerable code: a library developer may add a rule for ESLint while working
on a long-term x for the vulnerability. We also note that library developers
who do not use linters may introduce well-known vulnerabilities in their code.
Linters that already have community-driven rules addressing such well-known
vulnerabilities can thus facilitate the report of them to library developers.
Obviously, linters are not the sole tool for eective vulnerability detection
and xing. Other approaches might achieve a better balance in terms of security
and tool popularity. With this work, we aim at broadening the view and at
stimulating discussion within the program analysis community towards novel
and practical ways to tackle vulnerability detection and xing in software.
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A

ESLint

A.1 How ESLint Works
ESLint builds on Node.js and can be installed through

npm. After that a cong-

uration le is created, ESLint can be run on source les, e.g. from the command
line or within an IDE [46]. ESLint takes as parameters which source le to lint
and a conguration which e.g. species which rules to use.
First, ESLint parses the source le to render an abstract syntax tree (AST)
from it. Each node in the resulting AST is a record which contains, amongst others, the type of the syntactic element it represents (e.g.

VariableDeclaration,

Identifier, FunctionDeclaration, etc.), and information about where in the
source le the syntactic element is located (for blame assignment). In case the
information in this AST is insucient (e.g. when writing advanced rules), ESLint lets one specify a dierent parser from the default one (i.e. Espree [38]), to
construct an AST that stores additional information.
Next, ESLint traverses this AST to check that all rules are upheld. Each rule
in ESLint is represented by an object. A rule object maintains its own state and
exports methods which ESLint calls while traversing the AST. At each node,
both while going down and up the AST, ESLint invokes, on each rule object, a

method representing the type of the node (VariableDeclaration, etc.; see above)

and code paths (onCodePathStart,

onCodePathSegmentLoop, etc.). If a rule detects

an issue, then the rule reports the issue to a

context, which ESLint passes as a

parameter when it creates the rule object.

A.2 Rules
3

Each rule in ESLint consists of three les : a source le, a test le, and a docu-

2
mentation le. Source les ,(e.g. Figure 2), are stored in lib/rules. They have
3
the following format . A source le exports an object with two properties.
1 module.exports = { meta:meta , create:create }
The objects

1
2

meta

and

docs

have four properties.

meta = { docs:docs , type:string, fixable:boolean, schema:schema }
docs = { description:string, url:string, recommended:boolean, category:string }
In

docs , description

url is the
recommended species whether this rule should

is a description of what the rule checks.

URL to the rule's documentation.

be added to the list of recommended ESLint rules (which can all be turned
on with a single option in the conguration).

category species where this
"Possible Errors",

rule should appear in the rules index; valid values include

"Best Practices", "Strict Mode", & "Stylistic Issues". In meta , type species the type of the rule; valid values are "problem" for a rule that identies bad
behavior, "suggestion" for a rule that provides improvement suggestions, and
2
3

This is a slightly simplied version of the original, from ESLint core.
Rules are not strictly required to follow this format; some deviate from it.

1 module.exports = {

meta: {

2

docs: {

3

description: "no returning value from constructor",

4

url: "https://eslint[...]/no-constructor-return",

5

category: "Best Practices",

6
7

},

8
9

},

10

recommended: false

type: "problem"

create: function(context){

11

const message = "Unexpected return in constructor."

12

const stack = [];

13

return {

14

onCodePathStart: function(_,node){stack.push(node)},

15

onCodePathEnd:

16

function()

ReturnStatement: function(node){

17

{stack.pop()},

const last = stack[stack.length - 1]

18

if (!last.parent) { return }

19

if ( last.parent.type === "MethodDefinition" &&

20

last.parent.kind === "constructor" &&

21

node.parent.parent === last || node.argument

22

){ context.report({ node, message }) } }}}}

23

Fig. 2:

no-constructor-return source le.

"layout" for a rule that provides stylistic tips. If a rule does not automatically
x an issue, then the fixable property should be omitted. Otherwise, fixable
should be set to "whitespace" if it only aects whitespace, and "code" otherwise.

schema

species which conguration options the rule accepts and should

be omitted if the rule accepts no such options.

create , called when the rule object

is created, returns an object which contains the functions that ESLint calls while
traversing the AST (see above). The rule in Figure 2 gives an example of how a
rule can maintain state and traverse the AST. Its state is a stack of code paths,
which it uses, upon encountering a

return statement, to examine the AST to see

if the statement is occurring within a constructor.
Test les are stored in

tests/lib/rules. The test le contains sample inputs,

along with the expected result of applying the rule on said input (valid, invalid).
The unit test can then be run using the testing facility built in ESLint. Documentation les, stored in

docs/rules, are written in Markdown syntax, and

provide a description of what rules check, and how to congure them.

Plugins. Additional rules can be added to ESLint by downloading ESLint plugins. A plugin is a collection of ESLint rules. Plugins are routinely created by
individuals and organizations, and shared as packages on

npm. At present, npm

contains thousands of ESLint plugins, each of which often contains tens of rules.

